Charge properties of membranes modified by multilayer polyelectrolyte adsorption.
Alternate adsorption of polyanions and polycations on a polyethersulfone (PES) membrane was studied by the tangential streaming potential method using a parallel-plate channel to investigate the properties of the outer surface of the membrane. These streaming potential data were complemented by diffusion experiments and by membrane potential measurements in order to characterize the inner surface of the membrane. Tangential streaming potential measurements demonstrated that after completing a bilayer of poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) and poly(sodium 4-styrene sulfonate) (PSS), periodic variations in the zeta potential between positive and negative values appeared for multilayer films obtained from membrane dipped in polyelectrolyte (PE) solutions at 10 g/L. On the contrary, the zeta potential was always positive when multilayer films were obtained from 1 and 5 g/L polyelectrolyte concentration solutions. Diffusion experiments carried out with unmodified and modified membranes showed a decrease in the solute flux after functionalization of the membrane by several polyelectrolyte bilayers, indicating that the diffusional resistance of the PE layers contributes significantly to the overall resistance to diffusion of the modified membrane. By means of membrane potential measurements the pore walls of the membrane were functionalized since the charge of its pore walls was modified even if it is difficult to discriminate between the contribution of the membrane and that of the multilayer buildup.